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 ABOUT  OUR  SCHOOL 
 

 Derince Anatolian Imam Hatip High School 

for Girls was opened to education as Izmit 

Imam Hatip High School Girls' Branch within 

the body of Derince Imam Hatip High School 

in 1992/1993 academic year. 

  

 With 25 branches and 1150 students in 

December 1995 while continuing education 

and training, Turkey has become detached 

with 72 branches across the Imam-Hatip High 

School. 

 

 

 In 1996, the School Construction, Sustenance and Protection Association started the 

construction of the new building on a 15,872 square meter plot, which is the 

voluntary donations of citizens allocated by Derince Municipality.  

 

 Due to the damage to the old building in the 17 August Marmara Earthquake, it 

moved to a new building whose construction has not been completed yet. 

 

 

 Since the 2008-2009 academic year, our school has opened a male boarding house 

under the Ministry of National Education.  

 

 The capacity of the hostel is 90 people and 40 students benefited from the hostel in 

the 2008-2009 academic year. 

 

 

 In the second semester of the 2016-2017 academic year, Derince Imam Hatip High 

School was divided into two as female and male imam hatip and Derince Girls 

Anatolian Imam Hatip High School moved to its current building, which was built in 

Derince Ibni Sina District, and became an independent school with the name of 

Derince Girls Anatolian Imam Hatip High School.  

 

 It serves with a total of 353 students and 32 staff in the 2018-2019 academic year. 
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TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19: 

 Clean your hands frequently. Use soap, water, or alcohol-based 

disinfectant. 

 Maintain a safe distance from anyone who is coughing or sneezing. 

 Wear a mask when you cannot maintain physical distance. 

 Don’t touch your eyes, nose or mouth. 

 When coughing or sneezing, cover your nose and mouth with the inside of 

your elbow or a tissue. 

 If you feel unwell, stay home. 
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23 APRIL NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY 

AND CHILDREN'S DAY 

 

 

23 April 1920 is the date when the 

First Grand National Assembly, 

representing the will of the Turkish 

nation, was opened and declared the 

sovereignty of the Turkish people. 

Atatürk decided to celebrate 'April 23' 

as a holiday on April 23, 1924. Five 

years after this date, on April 23, 

1929, Atatürk gifted this holiday to children and April 23 was first celebrated as Children's 

Day in 1929. In 1979, with the participation of six countries for the first time, this 

national holiday, which we carried to the international dimension, is attended by the 

children of foreign countries, who are the guests of Turkish children, who come from more 

than 40 countries  on average every year. holiday gifts to children who festivals in the world 

and this is the first and only country in the whole world, sharing with Turkey ... 

 

Occupying the most important place in the hearts of the Turkish nation as the unshakable 

expression of its independence, April 23 National Sovereignty and Children's Day is 

celebrated every year in our country and abroad representations, all our institutions, schools 

and every home, and represents the united expression of our national unity. 

 

In the thought of the great leader Atatürk, children are the future of the nation. As an 

expression of his unwavering trust and great love for them, he gifted our national holiday, 

April 23rd, to children. 23rd April is an important occasion in order to learn the proud 

pages of our history by new generations and to raise the new Republican guards to whom we 

will entrust the continuation of the Turkish State with this awareness. 
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WORLD CHILDREN’S DAY 

 

With darker hair 

Whose hair yellow … 

Came to Ankara 

Children of the world. 

 

All twenty-three in April 

This event. 

Reason for this gathering 

Very easy to explain. 

 

This wide world 

Contains many countries. 

Yet none of them 

There is Children’s Day. 

 

Children of the world 

Running our country 

All twenty-three in April 

Enjoying  jumping ‘. 

Turkey guests 

 

Hearts filled with love. 

World Children’s Day 

Everybody get happy 
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LET´S LEARN SOME 

WORDS 
 

1.We must have an ---- supply of food before we start our journey. 

A-absolute B-abstract C-abundant D-aboard 

 

2. It is a very strange fact that frogs ---- water through their skins. 

A-accelerate B-balance C-access D-absorb 

 

3. One should never ---- the importance of family life in the overall development of a child. 

A-capture B-calculate C-gamble D-underestimate 

 

4. Yesterday morning, I found my little bird lying dead inside his ----. 

A-cave  B-cage  C-cemetery   D-pavement 

 

5. Theft and ---- are still among the most serious crimes in many countries. 

A-welfare B-homicide C-sacrifice D-ignorance 

 

6. All the runners had completed the first ---- of the race when a sudden rain started. 

A-hint  B-ladder C-lane  D-lap 

 

7. In twenty years' time, the food supplies will be so ---- for some countries that people will start 

immigrating in huge numbers. 

A-scale  B-scarce C-scan  D-scare 

 

8. Many people in the world are forced to leave their countries and become ---- because of their religious 

or political views. 

A-patriot  B-peasant C-refugee C-bandit 

 
ANSWER BOX 

1-C   2-D  3-D  4-B  5-B  6-D  7-B  8-C 
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YouTube Channel 

Suggestions To İmprove 

Your English 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   -English with Zack 

-Linguamaria 

-Daily English    

Conversation 

-Learn English with  

EnglishClass101.com 

   -Etkili Pratik İngilizce 
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  FILM SUGGESTION 
1-                                                     2- 

                                                          

 

 

 

3-                                                      4- 
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  5-    

                                                               

 

 

6- 
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SYNONYMY AND ANTONYM 

WORDS 

 

    -SYNONYMY-              -ANTONYM -  

agree concur alive dead

ask inquire beautiful ugly

benefit profit big small

change commute clean dirty

choose select clever stupid

come arrive dangerous safe

describe depict dark light

explain explicate early late

finish terminate easy difficult

get obtain expensive cheap

handle cope with fast slow

hope anticipate fat thin

improve develop free occupied

include conclude full empty

join participate good bad

know cognize happy sad

leave abandon hard soft

lend loan high low

limit restrict hot cold

manage administer important trivial

notice detect innocent guilty

offer propose interesting boring

prevent avoid large small

reveal discover lazy hardworking

supply provide light heavy

search seek loose tight

start commence near far

throw cast noisy quiet

understand seek old new

warn alert old young
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NURSERY RHYME 

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers 

A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked 

If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers 

Where’s the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked? 

 

Betty Botter bought some butter 

But she said the butter’s bitter 

If I put it in my batter, it will make my batter bitter 

But a bit of better butter will make my batter better 

So was better Betty Botter bought a bit of better butter 

 

 

A fly and flea flew into a flue, 

said the fly to the flea ‘what shall we do?’ 

‘let us fly’ said the flea 

said the fly ‘shall we flee’ 

so they flew through a flaw in the flue. 

 

 

 

She sells seashells on the seashore. 

The shells she sells are seashells, I’m sure. 

And if she sells seashells on the seashore,  

Then I’m sure she sells seashore shells. 
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SEMINARS HELD THIS 

MONTH 

 

1. 

             2. 

 

3. 

 

                4. 

A seminer was held 

about reading book. 

 

The seminar was held 

about the university. 

About healthy eating 

seminar was held. 

The seminar was held on 

moral values. 
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RIDDLE 
1-What is the best cure for dandruff? 

 

2-What is full of holes but still holds water? 

 

3-What is always in front of you but can’t be seen? 

 

4- What is always in front of you but can’t be seen? 

 

5-What invention lets you look right through a 

wall? 

 

6-What goes up and down but doesn’t move? 

 

7-Why would a man living in New York not be 

buried in Chicago? 

 

 

  

ANSWER BOX 

1-BALDNESS       5-A WINNDOW 

2-A SPONGE       6-ASTAIRCASE 

3-THE FUTURE    7-BECAUSE HE IS STILL LIVING 

4- GYOUR AGE 
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COMPETITIONS WE WON 

 

1-First place in the debate between Kocaeli. 

2-March 18 Canakkale victory poetry contest. 

3-Composition contest about the acceptance of March 12 Turkish   

National Anthem. 

4-We became the winner of the hymn  contest among imam hatip 

high school.  
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